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BACKGROI'ND

l'

This report addresses issues raised in the Eighth and Ninth Respondent's expert reports
and comments on a taining packaged delivered by Victoria Police. My Third Report
relates to the following Proceeding: Daníel Haile-MÍchael & Ors v Nick
Konstantinides & Ors, n'ederal Court of Australia Proceeding No. VID 969 of 20L0.

2.

I have previouslyprovided two reports in relation to the Proceeding, This Ttnrd Report
provides comments on:

o
.
r
¡
.

3.

the Eighth and Ninth Respondents' first expert report by statistician Dr John
Henstridge

the Eighth and Ninth Respondents' second expert report by statistician Dr John
Henstridge
the Eighth and Ninth Respondents' fust expert report by Professor Andrew
Goldsmith
the Eighth and Ninth Respondents' second expert report by Professor Andrew
Goldsmith
a power point presentation understood to have formed part of a training package
delivered to about 1,000 Viotoria Police members ovor five years.

The relevant background context and information for this Third Report, such as my
original lotter of instructions and my ownbackground and qualifications, are dealt with in
the First Report. In this Report I use the same tenns as those in the First and Second
Report and assume that these terms are familiar to someone reading this Third Report. In
addition to the list of documents noted in the First and Second Reports, I have been

provided with:
lætter by email 7 December 2012 fromMr Peter Seidel with the Eighfh and Ninth
Respondents' first expert report by statistician Dr John Henshidge
Letter by email 1 1 December 2072 fromMs Elyse Hilton with attached
powerpoint presentation
Letter by email 12 December 2012 fromMs Elyse Hilton with the Eighth and
Ninth Respondents' first expert report by Professor Goldsmith
Letrer by email 17 Jarnary 2013 from Ms Elyse Hilton wittr the Eighth and Ninth
Respondents' second expert report by statistician Dr John Henstridge, and Outline
of Evidence of Craig Danagh
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lætter by email 23 January 2013 from Ms Elyse Hilton with the Eighût and Ninth
Respondents' second expert report by Professor Goldsmith
Report of Dr John Henstridge titled 'Expert Opinion. Haile-Michael & Ors v
Konstantinidis & Ors Federal Court of Australia Proceeding No. 969/2010', dated
5ü Decemb er 2012
Two documents titled'Instructions.pdf and' Further lnstructions.pdf which
detail insfuctions to DrHenstridge from Norton Rose Austalia
Report of Dr John Henstridge titled 'Expert Opinion. Haile-Michael & Ors v
Konstantinidis & Ors Federal Gourt of Australia ProceedingNo. 969/2010', dated
21tt Decemb er 2012, including a letter from Norton Rose detailing further
instructions and a document titled 'Outline of Evidence of Craig Darragh'
Report of Professor Andrew Goldsmith titled 'Opinion relating to Haile-Miohael
& Ors Federal Court of Auskalia Proceeding no. gøglZOt0', dãted 10ú December
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4.

Report of Professor Andrew Goldsmith titled 'Opinion relating to Haile-Michael
& Ors Federal Cor¡rt of Aushalia Proceeding no. gAglZOtO', dãted 18th January
2013, including a letter from Norton Rose detailing further instructions
A powerpoint report titled 'African/Sudanese Community Cross Cultural Advice'
whioh is understood to be part of a training package delivered to Victoria Police.

I was provided with the guidelines for expert witnesses providing evidence in the Federal
Court. I have read, understood and complied with these guidelines in the preparation of
this Report.

OPINION ON MATTERS RAISED IN DR IIENSTRIDGE'S FIRST EXPERT
OPINION

5. I confine my comments

to responding to questions 8, 9 and 10 of Dr Henstidge's expert
opinion @aras 51-59) which respond specifically to my findings in my First and Second
Reports. However by way of introduction I note that Dr Henstridge's opinion does not
substantially contradict the findings of Professor Gordon, not withstanding that Dr
Henstridge does not find the level of statistical significance as great as that demonstrated
in the various tests undertaken by Professor Gordon.

6.

As a general point I note that my instructions in preparing my First Report were, inter
alia, to identify the key indicia of racial profiling and to answer the question, 'Are the
statistical findings of Professor Gordon consíst¿nt with the indicia of racial profiling in
polioing?' (Pan2, First Report). I was not requested to consider the existence of direct
causality betwesn racial identþ and police intervention. The latter is a fundamentally
different question and unlikelyto be answered completely conclusively given the
difficulty in agreeing on or contolling for all the possible causal variables, or conducting
a'randomised clinical tial' (Henstridge Report, Para 35).

7.

ln response to Question 8, Dr Henstridge agrees that 'African/lvfiddle Eastern offenders
were more likely to have field contacts in general and 'þerson checK' field contacts in
particular than non-African Middle Eastem offenders. The differences between the
groups were shown to be statistically significant' (Henstridge Report, Para 52). However,
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he cautions against accepting my opinion that this evidence 'fi¡rther supports the view
that police are engaging in racial profiling' (Henshidge Reporf Para 53(c)).

8.

Dr Henstridge correctly notes that he, Professor Gordon and I are limited by the paucity
of information contained in the Police LEAP data. However, I note inreaching the
conclusions regarding racial profiling in Paras 65 and,67 of my First Repor! there was
important additional informationread in conjunction with the greater likelihood of 'field
checks' and 'person checks' for AfricanÀ4iddle Eastem offenders. ln particular 'Africa¡r/
Middle Eastern males had on average fewer offences than males from 'other' ethnic
backgror:nds. It would not appeæ to be the case that African/ Middle Eastern (LEAP)
males are coming into police contact for person checks because they are as indíviduals
more prolific offenders than males from other ethnicbackgrounds' (Para 65, First
Report). I concluded, based on the data presented in the LEAP files, that 'the frequency
police stops cannot be attributed to greater offence profiles' (Para 65, First Report).

of

9.

[n response to Question 9(a) Dr Henstridge finds that the 'Remarks' in File 4 are 'likely
to be statistically signiñcant' but not 'as significant' as presented by Professor Gordon
(Henstridge Report, Para 55(b)). In his response to this question, Dr Henstridge does not
disagree with my opinion that the 'Remarks' in File 4 'lvere not randomly athibuted to
African/Middle Eastern (LEAP) males, but represent a distinct pattern'.

10.

ln response to Question 9(b) Dr Henstridge is critical of my First Report in two respects.
He argues that the statistical evidence does not automatically lead to the conclusion that
'race is a primary determinant underlying the remarks recorded by police' and that I
assume that 'association implies causation'. Secondly he is critical of my failure to
'explore altemative explanations' (Henstridge Report, Para 56). Dr Henstridge also raises
this criticism in a number of parts of his report (Henstridge Report, Paras 53, 59b).

in the response to Question 9, I note that throughout my First
Report I avoided discussion of causation because it was not appropriate given both my
instructions to consider the consístency of the evidence with racial profiling and with the
timited nature of the data whioh was available. As I noted above in Para 6, in my opinion
on the basis of the research that has been conducted particularly in the USA on racial
profiling, it is rmlikely that a scientifrc model of causality will be satisfi.ed. At best a
finding as to whether racial profi.ling has occurred will be based on a combination of
quantitative data and qualitative materiai, both of which are likely to have shortcomings.
ln particular the quantitative data is likely to be restricted by a range of administative and
technical faotors relating to the organisation collecting the data. In my repoÍs, I have
limited myself to the quantitative data analysis which was provided to me and made
comment on whether that data is consistent with racial profiling.

I 1. In relation to the first point

is 'a primary determinant' is not a causal argument. A 'determinant'
in decision-making can refer to a ground, a reason or an occasion for making a decision.
The faot that it is 'a' detenrrinant does not exclude other reasons. I argue that it is a
'primary' reason because it is shown on the basís of the data to be statistically significant.
For this reason I conclude that 'the evidence suggests racial profiling' (First Report, Para
7r\.

12. The notion that race

13.In relation to the second point in the response to Question 9, I note I did not 'expiore
alternative explanations' because I was responding specifically to the data provided and
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their potontial consistency with the indicia of racial profiling. I was not presenting a
speculative discussion or academic heatise on the general dynamics and nature of racial
profiling. Suoh speculation seemed unhelpful when the main focus of consideration in my
report was whether certain actions recorded in the LEAP data base are consistent with
racial profiling. There may be other variables influencing police decisions, and I do note
that evidsnce showed that the offence profiles presented in the LEAP data showed
African/lvÍiddle Eastem males had fewer offences than the other group.
14.

also note that other variables or explanations may be linked directly to, or are consistent
with racial profiling. For example, Dr Henstridge offers 'location' as a potential variable

I

explain the over-representation of AfücanÀ,tiddle Eastem males in the data
(Henstidge First Report, paras 36b, 58a). I note that in my First Report I drew attention
to the concen$ of the 'Western Australian Law Reform Commission and the NSW
Ombudsman about the use of police move'on powers involving Aboriginal people (First
Report, parus 22-26). In these matters the concern with racial profiling related to
Aboriginal people being moved-on because of their presence in particular public places.
Location was a key factor, but a primary teason for the intervention was seen to be the
presence of a ruciallethnic group in specific locations. Thus location is important in
understanding police intervention but in these examples it needs to be considered as
directly connected to the raciaVethnic background of the individuals who are the zubject
of police attention. Similar issues have been raised in the US literature in relation to
police stops of African Americans in predominately white neighbowhoods.l In these
examples, 'location' is part of the policing process of racial profiling. It is not a separate
explanation to racial profiling, but a part of the activily of racíal profiling.

to

15.I note that in ths relation to the cuûent matter, no information \ryas provided to me about
location, so I was unable to legitimately make any comment about its potential influence
on police decision-making.

16.In response to Question 10, Dr Henstridge comments on Paras 59 and 72 of my First
Report. He has houble reconciling my comments inthe following statement:
The statistical evidence on over-representation of Africar¡/ Middle Eastern (LEAP)
males in the LEAP files provides, at least within an 'operational' definition of racial
profiling, an ovidentiary base for the occunence of racial profiling by police of the
specified goup from the Flemington and North Melbourne areas. In other words, the
over-reptesentation of African/ Middle Eastem (LEAP) males of the specified age
goup provides some evidence that racial profiling is occurring. This evidence alone,
however, is relatively inconclusive because individual African/ Middle Eastem
(LEAP) males maybemore prolifio offenders than males from 'other' ethnic
backgrounds (emphasis added, First Report, para 59).

17.The reference to an 'operational' definition of racial profiling rçfers particulæly to the US
literature where some experts have suggested that over-representation of racial minorities
I

For example Meehan and Ponder Q002') show a clear pattern of increased police investigation and
stops of minority d¡ivers in predominately white and more well-to-do neighbourhoods. Thus
minqrillss who are out of place are viewed as s¡mbols df danger in majority communities. Meehan,
Albert, and Michael Ponder Q002)'The Ecology of Racial Profrling A-frican American Motorists',
Justice Quarterþ, 19 :399 -430.
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in police stops is enough in itself to prove racial profiling (First Report, para 51). In my
opinion, a level of over-representation is likely to be a minimum threshold for which we
rnight consider the existence of racial profiling. In other'trords, if the racial or ethnic
gollp under consideration were not over-represented in police stops it would be difücult
to demonstrate racial profiling was occurring (hence my reforence to 'an evidentiary base
for the occturence of racial profiling'). However, by itself such ove,r-representation is
'relatively' inconclusive - it tells us something about the extent of contact of the racial or
ethnic group withpolice, but not about other factors. One of the more important factors
wilt be whether the particular group are more likely to be 'prolific offenders'. The lator
evidence presented in my First Report showed clearþ individual African/ Middle Eastern
male oftenders were involved in fewer offences than male offenders of other ethnic
backgrounds, despite being more frequently stopped (First Report,paraT2).
18. In response to myPara 72 (First Report) DrHenstridge comments that althoughmy
'observations on tho Police LEAPS are correct', I do not explicitly consider alternative
oxplanations and that I assume the associations must be caused by racial profiling. As I
noied above, my First and Second Reports did not involve speculation on the possible
range of influences on police decision-making (about which I had no evidence in this
matter) nor did it seek to proffer a causal analysis of racial profiling. Its primary objective
was to consider the indicia of racial profiling and whether the evidence presented was
consistent with the indicia. I found that the evidence was consistent with racial profrling'

19.I note in passing that nowhere in Dr Henstidge report is there any indication that he
views thJ evidence presented in either Professor Gordon's or my Reports as being
inconsistent with racial profiling.
20. I note that the key indicia of racial profiling outlined in my First Report (at Para 771 are:
Police initiating contact by stopping, searching, questioning or requiring
individuals to 'move-on' on the basis of the individual's race or ethnicity.

o
r

o
o

Police harassment or the use of excessive force against individuals on the basis of
their race or ethnicity.
The adverse use of police discretion on the basis of race or ethnicity in relation to
the use of a¡rest and charge rather than process by summons, or, in the case of
juveniles, the failure to use diversionary options such as warnings, cautions or
youth j ustice conferences.
Police initiating contact on the basis of perceptions of membership of racial and

ethníc'gangs'.
The occunence of any one of the above may constitute racial profiling.
21. I note further that neither Dr Henshidge nor Professor Goldsmith are oritioal of these
indicia, or offer an alternative set of indicia.

OPINION ON MATTERS RAISED IN PROFESSOR GOLDSMITH'S F'IRST
EXPERT OPIMON
to the Opinion of Professor Goldsmith, specifically
put byNorton Rose Austalia.
questions
to
8-68
seven
his answers in Paras

22.Inthis section of my Roport I respond
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23.Inresponse to Quostion 1, Professor Goldsmith outlines what he considers to be the
relevant va¡iables which should be presented when assessing whether police officers
engaged in a practice of racial profiling (Goldsmith Report, Paras 8-16)'

af,e

24.kLgeneral I agree with the long list of potentially relevant variables identified by
Professor Goldsmith (Goldsmith Report, Pæas 9 e, U).I note that these are much
broader than the relevant va¡iables presented by Dr Henstridge in his report (Henstridge
Report, Par:a 42), However, I do not believe these to be an exhaustive set of variables, nor
do I believe such a list could be develope d a priorí.Indeed as Professor Goldsmith
appears to acknowledge,'a definitive answer to which variables overall would be relevant
to the interactions specified is not possible without a more detailed understanding of
particular interactions' (Goldsmith Report, Paru74).In addition, as I noted above in Para
6, the identification of 'relevant variables' to explain racial profiling as a direct and
inconhovertible 'cause' will always be open to the criticism that certain variables were
ignored in the analysis. Even if all potential va¡iables were agreed upon, there is the
added methodological difficulty of controlling for all these variables.
25.

I also note that Professor Goldsmith prefers to use the term 'mcialbias' rather than 'racial
profiling' (Goldsmith Report, Paru12 and associated footnote). I think this adds an
unnecessary confusion to the discussion because these are not synonymous terms and
cannot be used interchangeably. As I noted in my First Report, I regard 'racial bias' as a
broader term than racial profiling. As such, racial bias may or may not include racial
profiling. For example an officer might be racially biased without engaging in a practice
of racial profi1ing. As a concept, 'racial bias' also tends to direot attention to a
psyohological assessment of individual bias, rather than an assessment that migþt
consider institutional policies and practices or police cultures whioh can underpin racial
profiling (for example, policies and practices related to stop and searches or the use of
move-on powers).2

26. Question 2 requires Professor Goldsmith to assess whether my expert report considsrs all
the 'relevant variables' in answering the question whether the statistical findings of
Professor Gordon are consistent with the indicia of racial profiling. I note here my
response above in Paras 6 & 11 to Dr Henstridge. I was requested to identiff the indicia
of racial profiling and to consider whether the statistical findings of Professor Gordon
were consistentwith the indicia.
27. Professor Goldsmith disagrees wíth my opinion that the statistical evidence on overrepresentation is 'relatively inconclusive' (Goldsmith Report, Para 18). I have responded
to this criticism above in Para 17. I also note that Professor Goldsmith finds that the
evidence of over-representation 'is consistent with the possibilíry fhú racial profiling has
taken place' (Goldsmith Report, Para 20).

28. The data analysed by Professor Gordon showed that African/ Middle Eastern males had
on average fewer offlences than males ûom 'other' ethnic backgrounds. Professor Gordon
2

Hollinsworth notes that racism is often confused with bias or prejudice (which are explained in
terms of individual pathology). However, 'racism is not primarily a psychologícal or person attribute
but is much more a relationship of domination and subordination, of inclusion and exclusion. lVe can
identiff different forms of racism including interpersonal, institutional, ideological and systemic.'
Hollinsworth,D. (1992)'Cultural Awareness Training, Racism Awareness Training or Anti-racism?:
Strategies fo¡ Combating Institutional Racism', Journal of Intercultural Studies, vol 13, rro2,p.40.
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finds the diflerence to be statistically significant. Dr Henstridge applies a different
statistical test and finds the difference to be 'suggestive of a statistical difference'
(Henstridge Report, Pan27).In myFirst Report I concluded from Professor Gordon's
analysis that 'it would not appear to be the case that African/ Middle Eastern (LEAP)
males are coming into police contact for person checks because they are as individuals
more prolifio offenders than males from other ethnic backgrounds' (Para 65, First
Report). I draw this conclusion on the basis of the data showing that African/ Middle
Eastern males have fewer offences recorded against them than the other group and the
difference is statistically significant. In my opinion this a reasonable inference to make on
the basis of the data. Professor Goldsmith (Goldsmith Report, Para 23) prefers to
speculate that potice may be biased in their recording on the LEAP system of offending
behaviours by members ofboth gtroups. That is, police are either (or bottt) less likely to
record offending behaviour by African/ Middle Eastern males or more likely to record
offending bshaviour by the other group. Police recording practices will never be a simple
reflection of 'reality'. However, there is no specific evidence for Professor Goldsmith's
assumption of bias in relation to the availablo data. Indeed, if we were to engage in
speculation of police bias in relation to recording offending behaviow we could equally
speculate bias in the other direction: that police are rnore likely to record offlending
behaviour against African/ Middle Eastern males than others.
29. Professor Goldsmith offers three reasons to account for why African/lt¡Iiddle Eastem
offenders were more likely to have field contacts in general and 'porson check' field
contacts in particular than non-African Middle Eastem offenders: citizen reports to
police; policing operations; and, police unfamiliarity with members of one goup
(Goldsmith Report, Paras25-32), I note that these are largely speculative with little
evidence presonted as to why they are speoifically relevant to the matter. I also note that
citizen reports to police, policing operations, and police unfamiliarity with mombers of
one group are not in themselves inconsistent with the racial profiling. I discuss this interrelationship further b elow.
30, In relation to ciiizen reports to police, Professor Goldsmith notes that he 'perused' the
contents of File 4 'Rema¡ks' and 'there are frequent enties suggesting police have
responded in particular cases on the basis of infonnation provided by members of the
public' (Goldsmith Report, para?9), The contents of File 4 were not available to me so
cannot assess the sfength of this conclusion. However, it is clear that an in-depth,
systematic analysis was not undertaken.
3

1

.

I

It is worth noting that public reporting of offences is not independent of racelethnicity.
US research has indicated that offences committed byAfrican Americans are more likely
to be reported to police (refened to as viotim selection bias) and/or are more likely to lead
to a:rest ott"r tepàtted (iefened to as criminal justice system selection bias).3 Hindelang's
research also finds that there is differential reporting. When rape and robbery are
committed by African Americans, viotims are more likely to repof than when the
offences are committed by whites.a The important point is that citizen reports need to bo
considered as influenced by race. Police as professionals need to assess reports,

3

\Valker, Samuel, Spohn, Cassie and Miriam Delone (1996) The Color of Justice. Race, Ethnicity
and Crime in Amerìca, Wadsworth Publishing, Beknont, pp.4¿-45.
o
Hindelang, Michael, (1978) 'Race and Involvement in Common Law Personal Crimes', American
So ciological Reviau, 43:' 93-L09
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partioularly if those reports relate to more minor public order offences or behaviour that
failr below the threshold of criminal oflending (eg young people congregating in public
places). The ability to independently assess citizen reports free from racial stereotypes of
certain groups is an important part of police professional taining and should be seen in
the context of taining about the problems of racial profiling (see discussion below in

training).
32. The second point of Professor Goldsmith relates to particular targeted policing operations
as a possible explanation for the over-representation of African/Middle Eastem males in
the data (Goldsmith Report, Para 30). He refers to certain police operations ('Molto,
Holland and others'). I have not been provided with any information relating to these
operations. However, I note there are at least two vvays in which specifi.c police
operations can reflect racial profi,ling. Firstly, targeted police operations may be based
directly on certain racial assumptions. An example of this was the 1990 Redfem Raid
(Operation Sue) which targeted the Aboriginal community in Redfern and was justified
on the basis of race. The process of targeting, searchíng and stopping Aboriginal people
was neither¡andom nor incidentally connected to their place of residence. The finding of
the Federal Race Discrimination Commissioner in this instance was that 'the so-called
Redfem raid. .. constituted a significant act of racist violence against the Aboriginal

community'.s
33. The second way in which specific police operations can reflect racial profiling is through
institutional racism. In his inquiry into the London Metropolitan Police's response to the
death of Stephon Lawrence, Sir William Macpherson described institutional racism as:

.

The collective failure of an organisation to provide an appropriate and professional
service to people because of their colour, culture, or ethnio origin. It can be seen or
detected in processes, attitudes and behaviour which amount to dissrimination
through unwitting prejudice, ignorance, thoughtlessness and racist stereotyping which
disadvantage minority ethnic people.ö

34. Institutional racism draws attention to the way the organization operates to produce
differential keatment based on race. It is the broader policy, practices and culture of the
organization which is the focus rather than simply the individuals who represent it. The
targeting of police operations in particular æeas and the ways in which they are carried
out can lead to the targeting of racial minorities within those areas. As Brunson has noted
inrelation to the US:

A considerable body of research has examined the social ecology of policing and the
disproportionate effects of police praotices and misconduct on black citizens. These
studies document a wide range of harms to residents of disadvantaged
neighbourhoods, including unparalleled experiences of being suspected and stopped,
irreverence, arrests, the unjustified use ofphysical and deadly force, officer
misconduct, as well as slower response times and fewer polioe services. Moreover, it

5 Human Rights and Equal Opportunity Commission (1991) Racist Vìolence. Report of lhe Natîonal
Inquìry into Racist Víolence ín Australìa, Australian Govern::rent Printing Service, Canbena, p.387
6

Macpherson, W. (1999) The Stephen Lawrence Inquiry Report, Home Office,

London. Para6.34.

I
is specifically young þlack men who a¡e dísproportionately enormbered by these
adverse experiences.'

35. While the types of misconduct refened to above are caried out by individual police
officers, it is the broader institutional framework which allows this type of policing to
occur relatively unchecked, and often justified simply on the basis of 'responding to
crime'. The problem of racial profiling becomes firmly embedded within the
organizational framework, while simultaneously relations between police and the specific
community are marked by mutual hostility and suspicion.
36. The third point relates to the degree of police familiarity or unfamilia¡ity with members of
one racial or ethnic goup. Professor Goldsmith suggests that it maybe the relative
unfamiliarity of police with African/Middle Eastern males that leads police to stop and
question them more frequently. He refers to the general policing literature on police
construction of'suspicion' or 'suspicious characters'. There is indeed substantial
literature on police constructions of 's¡rnbolic assailants' and criminal suspects dating
back to the 1960s. The point that has been equally well recognised is that the construction
of suspicious characters and the search for 'departures from the normal' are also racially
constructed. Police suspicion becomes defined as coextensive with racial or ethnic
characteristics independent of any particular individual behaviour beyond, for example,
frequenting a public place, or being from a racial minority in a white neighbourhood.
Being a member of a racial minority group becomes (under particular circumstancos) a
cause for suspicion in itself. The 'y-oung black male' in particular has become the
archetype of the criminal offender.E The construction of suspicion and the search for
'departures fiom the normal' become part of the process through which racial profiling is
operationalized. ln summary I disagree with Professor Goldsmith's view that these
factors offer an altemative explanation to racial profiling. In my opinion they maybe part
of the process of racial profilíng.
37. Professor Goldsmith raises the possibility of demeanor and hostility towards the police as
an explanation for certain findings in the data, inoluding the over-representation of
African Middle Eastern males in File 3 (Goldsmith Report, paru32\ and the more
frequent use of the term 'negative attitude' in File 4 in relation to African Middle Eastern
males (Goldsmith Report, para4l). He posits these factors as alternative explanation to
racial profiling,
38. As noted above, there is considerable research literafi¡re spanning at least 50 years which
shows that police form stereotypical views about the criminality of particular racial and
ethnic groups and use these cues in their routine police work. Piliavin and Briar noted in
their landmark study in the 1960s that demeanour towards police is affected by police
treatment, particularly of minority groups. ' Brunson notes that one of the most
7

Brunsoû, Rod (2010) 'Beyond Stop Rates. Using Qualitative Methods to Exami''e Racially Biased
Rice and Michael White (eds) ,Røcø, Ethnicity and Polícing, New and Essential
Readíngs,New York: New York University Press,pp222-223
t
Meaghan Paulhamus, Robert Kane and Alex Piquero (2010) 'State of the Science in Racial Profiling
Research' in Stephen Rice and Michael White (eds) Race, Ethnicity and Policing. New and Essential
Readíngs,New York: New York University Press, p'240. See also
'Police Encouuters with Juveniles' American Journal of
' Piliavin, Irving and Briar, Scott (1964)
Sociolog¡,Vol 70, No 2. Bayley, David and Harotd Mendelsohn (1969) Minorítíes and the PoliceNew York Free Press.

Polici'g', in Stephen
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consistent findings in the US ¡esearch on attitudes towards police is that citizen distrust
and dissatisfaction is more prevalent among Afrioan Americans than whites, and that
untafy and involuntary)
these negative attitudes towards

p
police encounters'.lo Importantly,

thr

e and personal

consistent predictors of
experience with racial profiling are among
It
Similarly Paulhamus et al note,'we know that black and
attitudes towards the police'.
Hispanic interactions with offioers and percepíons of being profiled by police lead to a
diminished perception of offïcer legitimacy'.t' The important point that arises from this
literature is that demeanour and potential hostility towa¡ds police is not independent of

racial profiling. Far from being an altemative explanation to raoial profiling,
oonsidered a possíble outcotne of racial profiling.
39.

it

can be

also note the information provided in my First Report conceming the results of a
Melbourne survey of young people (First Report, Paras 43-4).In summary the survey

I

found, inter alia, fhat;

r

o
o
o

Young men of African descent experienced frequent encounters with the police
compæed with young males of Ausfralian descent
Young men of African descent were sligþtly more likely than their Australian-bom
counterparts to experience heavy'handed freabnent by the police
Young men of African descent were considerably more likely to report a negative
irnpact as a result of the police behaviour they experienced
In reference to their most recent encounter with police, almost half of the young men
of African deseent strongly felt that they were stopped by the police because of their
race.

40.

my opinion, the results of the Melbourne survey might explain a particular demeanour
towards police which itself arises from the experience of interactions with police. This
view is süongty supported by the US litorature on racial minority attitudes towards polioe.

h

41. Professor Goldsmith discusses the 'Remarks' contained in File 4 and is critical of the
analysis I provide in my First Report (Goldsmith Report, Paras33-42). Professor Gordon
had found that the percentage of field contact remarks containing one or more of the fi.ve
terrns in question ('gangs', 'nO reason', 'nil reason', 'move on' and 'negative attitude')
was greater for field contacts associated with males from Afücan/ Middle Eastern
ethnicity than eithor males from 'other' ethnic backgrounds or in contacts that involved a
mixed goup ofboth Africa¡/ Middle Eastern (LEAP) and'other' ethnicbackground
males. The disparity \ryas highly statistically signiñcant (Gordon Repor! para 134). Dr
Henstridge does not dispute that the disparity is statistically significant but does 'doubt
the level of statistical significance claimed by Professor Gordon' (Henstridge Report,
Para 31d). Based on the evidence, my conclusion was that, because of the statistical
significance of the disparity, 'the remæks v/ere not randomly attributed to Africar/
Middle Eastern (LEAP) males but re,present a distinctpattern' (FtstReport, Para7l).
ro
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Professor Goldsmith disagrees with my conclusion that there is a distinct pattern
(Goldsmith Report, Para 37-38). I find this perplexing because the meaning of statistical
signitcance is that observations are not distributed randomly or by chance, that is that
they reflect a pattern.
42. Both Professor Goldsmith and I do not offer any comment on the use of the tenn 'gang'
given its uncertain meaning, Professor Goldsmith also makes no comment on the use of
'move-on' so it is unclear whether he agrees or not with my conclusion that 'the disparate
identification of this [move-on] as a reason for contact involving Africa¡/ Middle Eastem
(LEAP) males may reflect a racially-based attitude that males ûom this ethnic gloup are
more "likely to breaoh the peace" or "endanger the safety of other persons" than other
groups' (First Report, P ara 7 0).
43. Professor Goldsmith is critical ofmy analysis ofthe terms 'nil reason', 'no reason', and
'negative attitude' in the context of disparate use in relation to African/ Middle Eastem
males. I simply make the point here that I have applied what I see as a common sense
inte¡pretation to the data: if the police had a reason for the contact they would havo
entered it into the available field.

44.Inrelation to the use of the term 'negative attihrde', Professor Goldsmith speculates that
'it might indeed be because members of one group react more in a hostile fashion towards
políoeintoractions'. We have no evidence to prove or disprove this point. However, as I
have noted above in Para 38 such a negative attitude may itself arise fromracial profiling
and the sense of injustice which arises from frequent use of police stops.
45. In Question 3 Professor Goldsmith was requested to consider whether Census data was a
reliable and sufficient benchmark against which to identifu the presence of racial
profiling.
I agree generally with Professor Goldsmith's conclusion on the insufficiency of
-Cettsrrs
ãata forbenchmarking in relation to racial profiling (Goldsmith Report, Paras 4345 and my Para 13-14 in this Report). However, I think we both agree that Census data
provides evidence in relation to disparity of police contact (Goldsmith Report, Pata 47).
46. In the context of the insufficiency of Census data, I note Dr Henstridge's positive
comme,nts on my approach to the Census data in my First Report.

.In his parugraph7}Professor Cunneen considers the evidence contained within the
Police LEAPS data, \trithout reference to extemal data such as the Census.
a. By considering the information entirely within the Police LEAPS data, Professor
Cunneen avoids the problem of comparison with an inappropriate base such as the
Census. By focusing or¡" for example, offenders, he also reduces the possible effect of
one explanatory factor' (Henstridge Report, Para 59).
4T.kLQuestion 4 Professor Goldsmith was asked to comment on what reliable and sufficient
benóhmarking should be used for racial profiling. He provides a general acadenúc
discussion orthe problems of benchmarking, noting that 'there is no clear agreement in
the scholarly literäture on what a reliable and sufficíent benchmark for racial profiling in
policing might look like'(Goldsmith Report, Paras 46 and footnote 20). While I agree
there iJno Clear agreement on benchma¡king, the US cor¡rts in a number of racial

t2
profiling

cases have accepted the available benchmarks or relied on corroborating

evidence beyond the statistics."
48. Professor Goldsmith suggests the use of multiple data sources and multiple analybical
techniques and a triangulation of research frndings (Goldsmith Report, Para 50)' If we
were engaged in establishing a research program for analysis of racial profrling this
would be the useful, although still unlikely to satisff a scientific model of causation.

49.IrQuestion 5 Professor Goldsmith was asked, 'Do you agree with Professor Cunneen's
conclusion, expressed in paragraph 71 on page 17 of his report, that "race is the primary
determinant underlying the remarks recorded by police for an intervention"?' I note that
this question significantly misquotes my report in respect to the reference lo 'the primary
determinant', What actually appears in my First Report is that 'race is ø primary
determinant'. I have responded to the meaning of this point further in Para 12 of this
Report.
50.

I also note that Professor Goldsmith, while he disagrees with my conclusion,
acknowledges that 'I [Professor Goldsmith] accept that it is possible that race is a
signifioant factor or the primary determinant in explaining some or all of the disparities
being considered. However there are a range of other possible explanations for those
disparities that cannot be discounted' (Goldsmith Report, Para 51). I take this to mean
tha-t he finds the evidence presented ín Professor Gordon's and my Reports as being
consistent with (and certainly not inconsistent with) racial profiling.

51. I have no comments to make on Professor Goldsmith's responses to either Question 6 or
7,

OPIDIION ON MATTERS RAISED IN DR HENSTRIDGE'S AI'{D PROF'ESSOR
GOLDSMTH'S SECOND EXPERT OPII¡'IONS
52.Dr Henstidge's second expert opinion provides analysis of further data provided to him
from the LEAP database relating to the formal processing of individuais for offenoe
categories of robbery, armed robbery and assault in the Flemington or North Melboume
area between I January 2005 and 3 1 December 2008, This data is analysed in relation to
Africar¡/ Middle Eastern males and males of 'other' backgrounds. The data is compared to
'File 3 Field Contact Reports' in Professor Gordon's First Report.
53. In my opinion the central problem with Dr Henstridge's analysis is the issue he
acknowledges in Paragraph 13 of his Second Report whioh is the problematic comparison
between File 3 data analysed by Professor Gordon and the new LEAP data (CD1-6). In
respeot of File 3 and CD1-6, Dr Henstridge statos that 'it is higruy ükely that some of the
indivíduals are in common. This means that the assumption of statistical independence is
no longer appropriate' (Henstridge Second Report, Paras 13a & b). We have no
information as to whether 'some individuals' refers to a few or the majority. We simply
do not know what the relationship is between the individuals in File 3 and the LEAP data
13
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(CD1-6). Dr Henstridge acknowledges that 'with the information available it is not
possible to conduct a test that it strictly correct' (Henstridge Second Report, Para l3d).
However he proceeds as if the 'independence' assumption is satisfied, that is that there
are no cornmon individuals in the two data sets.
54. Professor Goldsmith uses the data presented in the Henstridge Second Report tq draw a
number of conclusions. ln my opinion there a number of problerns with his conclusions.
55. First, Professor Goldsmith distinguishes the formal processing of arrest, suÍlmons,
caution, penalty notice, official waming and warrants in the new LEAP data CDI-6 from
File 3 Field Contact Reports. He argues that File 3 is typically related to intelligence
gathering and 'often unrelated to particular instances of formal processing of individuals'
(Goldsmith Second Report, Para 7). He cites the outline of evidence of Darragh, para 10
to support this contention. However there is nothing in the Darragh outline of evide,nce
which supports the view that the two data sets are nnrelated. In my view Person Checks
and other reasons given for Field Contact Reports might also give rise to formal
processing (for example, official wamings or penalty notices).
56.

A second problem arises from the data sets CD1-6 upon which Dr Henstridge's and
Professor Goldsmith's analysis is based. Data is provided on all forms of formal
processing (arrest, surnmons, caution, penalty notice, official waming and wa:rants), on
individual's charged, and with a proven offence before the court. The analysis shows that
Africar¡/Middle Ea.stern males are over-represented in each group. However, what is
signiflcant is the absence of information on the relative use of these different forrrs of
processing for each racial/ethnic group. It may be the case that African/lvliddle Eastern
males are more likely to be proceeded against by way of arrest and charge, than
srurunens, and ars less likelyto be cautioned or receive an official warning than other
groups for the particular offlences in question. As I noted inmy First Report (Paras 10,27'
32), adverse use of police discretion in decisions about the tlpe of formal processing can
have significant consequences in terms of court outcomes and acquiring a criminal
record.la The impact of adverse polico decisions in formal processing has been well
documented in relation to Aboriginal young people and adults (Cunneen First Report
Paras 10, 18-32), As I noted in my First Report (\Para 48), adverse use of police
discretion on the basis of race or ethnicity is an indicia of racial profiling.

57. A thfud problem arises in Professor Goldsmith's conclusion that 'relative offending levels
is likely to be a signifïcant variable in explaining the disparities recorded' (Goldsmith
Second Report, Para l5). This conclusion is based on the analysis of the data in files
CD1-6, despite the problems of comparing that data with File3. What we do know from
tho analysis of Professor Gordon and myself in our First Reports is that African Middle
ta

Fagan et al (1994) indicate that, 'even small racial effects at the earliest decision points are
amplified to larger and significant differences at later stages, where the consequences ar€ more serious
and potentially harsher. Farell and Swigert (1978) and McCarthy and Smith (1986) examine the
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differences ate maJkrd in their contributions to later decisions'. Fagan, J,, Slaughter, E. and Harstone,
E. (1994) ,Blind Justice? The ûnpact of Race on the Juvenile Justice Process' in Baker, D. (ed)
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Eastem offenders are morc likely to be stopped for person checks than offenders from
other ethnic backgrounds, although they have fewer offences than other male offenders.
We also know from the analysis of File 5 that the percentage of polioo 'Involvements'
with Afrioan Middle Eastern males who were classified as offenders was lower than for
the 'other' group (Gordon Second Report, Para 18).
58. The final point I make in relation to Professor Goldsmith's Second Report is that, even if
we accepi the analysis of the data in CD1-6, it is not inconsistent with the occurrence of
racial profiling. The data in CDl-6 is related to individuals who were formally processed
by police for a small number of offences. The substance of raoial profiling complaints
Uoitr in Australia and internationally has been the use of police stop and search powers
against minority gtoups. As I noted in my First Report þara 10), the research literature
shows that typically the 'hit rate' (that is tho rate at which a stop and search leads to
arrest) is lower for racial minorities who are the subject of racial profiling than for the
general population. I¡r other words, if majority populations were stopped and searched
*iUr tt¡" sa*e frequency as the minority goup, police would havo greater success with
more arrests.ls It may well be the case that African/Middle Eastem males are overrepresented in the data presented in CD1-6 precisely because of racial profiling. The
limitations of the data provided in CD1-6 do not allow us to draw conclusions either way

OPINION ON MATTERS RAISED IN THE TRAINING PACKAGE TITLED
.AFRICAN/SUDANESE COMMUNITY CROSS CULTURAL ADVICE'
59. I was provided with a power point presentation understood to have formed part of a
üaining package titled 'African/Sudanese Community Cross Culhral Advice' and
delivered to about 1,000 Victoria Police members over five years.
60. Preliminary

to adiscussion on the training package I note the following.

61. Research has suggested that racial profiling can be partly understood within the context of
police subculturãl where police come to rãgard profiliug as part of their work'r6 As noted
particular racial and
þreviously, police form stereot¡pical views about the crimina$V of
ãt¡tric groups and use these cues in their routine police \ryork." Satzewich and Shaffir
(2009) in their more recent study of Canadian police found that officers saw racial

r5There

is widespread agreement in the literature that racial profiling does not 'lryork' in tenns of
police effectiveness. 'As a practice, racial profiling and the academic tests of its robustness have
produced little evidence as to its effectiveness as a policing tool'
to the law
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part of their wor\, and that racial appearance was a factor taken into account
when dãciding to intervene.rs

profiling

as

62. A leading international experts on police culture, Professor Janet Chan (2011) in
summarising the literature has noted that studies of racial profiling recommend initiatives
such as having an explicit policy of not pennitting racial profiling, training and educating
officers on the impact of racial profiling, and initiating disciplinary action where racial
ha¡assment and discrimination occur.'' IVhite (2010) in his discussion on preventing
racial profi.ling includes the importance of police^supervision, administrative policies and
early waming systems to prevent racial profiling." In short these changes require an
integrated organisational response to the proble,ln.

63. Ths 'Africa¡/Sudanese Community Cross Cultural Advice' training package I was
provided with contains 21 slides. For ease of reference I have numbered theso slides
consecutively.
64. There are several preliminary socio-demographic slides on Africa and the Horn of Africa
including geo graphy and population.
65. The majority of the training package slides present largely negatíve characterisations and
stereotypes of African/Sudanese yormg men.

66. Slide 11 titled 'Working with African/Sudanese Community' presents uniformlynegative
interactions (including the following list: 'anti-social behaviour', 'armed robberies',
,alcohoVdrugs', 'domestic violence' and 'sexual assaults'). The slide suggests there is no
positive interaction between the African/Sudanese community and the police.
67. Slide 12 titled 'Working with Afrioar/Sudanese Young Men' presents six dot points, only
one of which might be seen as positive ('very passionate about sport'). Negative
stereoty¡les include: 'develop a stong wanio¡ ettlic', 'will openly challenge anyone who
threatens them regardless ofpotential consequences', 'struggling to find identity',
'following American Rap/ Black American Gang culture fincluding] thebelief that police
are their enemy', and 'no longer following cultr¡al taditions of "respecting their elders"'.
The image presented in the dot points reflects aracial stereotype of deculturated, violent,
anti-authority young males.
68. Slide 13 titled '\Vorking with African/Sudanese People', subtitled 'Thebasic interaction
(Non Offence)', begins by stating 'Consider that this individual may (sic) you are dealing
with may have suffered at the hands of authority. So they may already have a
pr."on"èived, strong distike of YOU!'. A similar point is made in Slide 19 under the title
;Final Words of Advice' where it states 'That despite not knowing you, theymayhate
you', ln my opinion, the presentation of this stereotypical view of African/Sudanese
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people, formalised in a training package, could negatively prejudice police ofEcers
against members of the group in their day-to-day contact.
69. Slide l4 titled 'Working with African/Sudanese People', subtitled 'Street interaction
(Possible Offence)', begins by stating 'Always treat any individual of any cultural
background with caution and exercise your operational safety principles'. The slide states
subsequently 'With cultual issues taken into consideration, heat the individual as you
would anyone else (RespeclTolerance)'. In my opinion the problem is that no positive
cultural characterisations of Africar/Sudanese males are presented in the fraining
package. The overwhelming weight of the cultural stereotypes presented are negative.
The information provided depicts a male dominated culture which dislikes/hates
authority, is uncooperative and will resort to violence. In this situation taking cultural
issues or background 'into consideration' could justi$r racial profiling on the basis that
cul¡¡ral characteristics are sçen as criminogenic.
70. Slide 18 titled 'Current Issues Facing GD Members' has five dot points which again
reinforce stereotypes of violence and dishonesty, and also include a view that African
Sudanese males use race and ethnicity to their own advantage, These points include:

o
o

o
.
.

Evidence that female [police] members, and non-physically-intimidating
members may be challenged eg physically, stand over, etc
Evidence that individuals will become aggressive to be (sic) avoid supplying
information or apprehension
Evidence that race or skin colour is highligþted as reason forpolice interaction
Evidence that formal complaints have been forwarded to OPI's office and
Human Rights and Equal Opportunity Commission
Evidence that individuals claim not to be carrying id and supply false id.

7l,In my opinion

the training package is unlikely to counteract problems associated with
racial profi.ling. lndeed the nature of the stereotypes presented could well have the
opposite effect ofjustifying racial profiling given the overwhelmingly negative image
African/Sudanese young men which is presented.

of

T2.lhaveno knowledge of any training for Victorian Police, either at the police academy,
through field training or through in-service haining that specifically deals with racíal

profiling.
73. I have made all the inquiries that I believe are desirable and appropriate and no matters
significance that I regæd as relevant have, to my knowledge, been withheld from the

Court.

Professor Chris Cunneen
3l January 2013
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